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As we welcome fall , we welcome a restart to

things previously put on hold . We are happy to

re-open our doors at the ERFRC and return

with safety measures , to in person parenting

groups . We continue to plan for the unknowns ,

as difficult as that sounds ! Being able to adjust

to changing circumstances if we need to . We

hope for stability and plan for uncertainty . We

move forward with life in a pandemic and with

lessons learned during it . 

We look for ways to stay connected with each

other , with the families we serve and with our

valued collaterals . We remain grateful for

community partnerships such as those with

the Road Rebels , the Rotary , United Way and

the John Howard Society , all of which help us

to deliver family strengthening programs .

As an agency reflecting on and committing to

reconciliation , we marked the first annual

National Day for Truth and Reconciliation on

September 30th , a day to commemorate the

history and legacy of residential schools . The

TRC Calls to Action for child welfare will help

to guide our goals and objectives going

forward .

We are thankful for opportunities to continue

to learn and innovate . Most recently this

includes enhanced training in the Family

Finding Model and the Supported

Guardianship policy and planning initiated by

the General Child Welfare Authority . 

These two initiatives will further the goal of

keeping children connected to their families .

Thank you for taking a moment for you to learn

about some of our services , programs and the

people who help make them happen .

Our best wishes for you

United Way Campaign Kickoff at Riverbank Discovery Center

at the beginning of September . Every dollar raised goes

directly into our community .



The community support we receive keeps us

going and we are deeply appreciative . This

September we hosted a family fun time ,

with a car theme , in partnership with the

Road Rebels . We saw some cool cars ,

learned about car maintenance and did

some crafts and games together . See the in-

depth article in the newsletter for more

details .

We now have Facebook and encourage all

to follow us to hear our latest news ! We

have added some family playgroup times to

our Drop In Area and we encourage you to

bring your children in for a visit . As always ,

please call or drop in to talk about how we

can support your family . Love to see you .

Hello all ! It is a beautiful fall at the Elspeth Reid

Family Resource Centre . We were thrilled to unlock

our doors and welcome folks back to our in person

programs in September . Seeing our parents and

children once again fill the building made us all

feel rejuvenated ! The pandemic has obviously

caused tremendous additional stress on all and we

have witnessed incredible resiliency . 

At this time of year , we always like to wish all of

our children well as they resume school . Parents

may have extra worries this year , but we know how

very important school communities are to our

children . Many of our little friends are now moving

into kindergarten and we share the pride parents

feel as we see them reach this milestone . 

We are proud to be honouring September 30th .

The addition of the Tipi at the Resource Centre and

the accompanying commitment to family

reconciliation is at the forefront of our minds as we

do our daily work . We encourage one another to

take in the many events throughout that week to

learn and share more about the role we each play

in reconciliation . 

Our partnership with the Road Rebel Car Club

remains strong . They continue to collect food

donations and raise funds in support of the Centre .
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ELSPETH REID FAMILY

RESOURCE CENTRE

Where community meets children & families 

Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre
255 - 9th Street
Brandon MB  R7A 6X1
204-726-6280

Preschool Enrichment Program
2nd Floor, 2227 Brandon Avenue
Brandon MB  R7B 0S9
204-727-6650

Family & Community Development Centre
Unit 4, 613 - 10th Street
Brandon MB  R7A 4G6
204-726-7033

Victoria Day Care Centre
1st Floor, 2227 Brandon Avenue
Brandon MB  R7B 0S9
204-728-9845

Lisa Ramsay and Dave Burba at the Road Rebels event at the

Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre



Childcare at the Resource Centre

I would like to express my excitement about the re-

opening of our center and would like to welcome

Nicole Lavich to our childcare team ! It has been a

long time waiting and I think we can all agree that it

feels great to see families back in the centre . We are

providing childcare to the families that are

participating in programming and respite care for

parents/caregivers in need of a break . These services

are so vital in family strengthening and it feels

wonderful to support our families in this way again !

                      -Angela Tomkins, Childcare Supervisor ERFRC

Preschool Enrichment Program

Preschool Enrichment Program resumed in

September . We started the year by having several

small group Open House sessions .  In order to reduce

numbers and to ensure social distancing , the

children attended Preschool with one parent . It was

wonderful to see returning children and parents , and

to welcome those who are new to Preschool !

Open House is an important event every year and

particularly during the pandemic .  Experiencing

Preschool with a parent before attending by

themselves helps children to know that Preschool is

a safe and fun place . Parents have an opportunity to

meet staff , share pertinent information about their

child , and to learn a bit more about what to expect

in the coming year .

In the meantime , as we move forward into

autumn and beyond , the staff and parents

share information , milestones , and regular

updates/stories that support positive

connections and experiences for the children ,

their parents and the Preschool team .

                 - Heather Adam, Coordinator Preschool 
                                                   Enrichment Program

Victoria Day Care Centre

We provide a safe and caring environment

where children and families are respected for

their uniqueness . We provide opportunities

for children to explore similarities and

differences in a positive atmosphere , which

promotes respect for diversity . We recognize

that parents are their child ’s first and lifelong

teacher , and value the opportunity to partner

with them in supporting their child ’s learning

and development . 

Giving children opportunities to choose and

direct their play experiences empowers

children to take the lead in their own

learning . Adults in the child ’s work extend

children ’s play through meaningful

interactions and relationships , a stimulating

environment and a variety of experiences .

                              - Eileen Czerkawski, Coordinator
                                             Victoria Day Care Centre
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 FAMILY STRENGHTENING

Day care kids participating in Orange Shirt Day ; learning about the importance of the day

Follow us on Facebook for the latest news ! 

Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre

https://m.facebook.com/Elspeth-Reid-Family-Resource-Centre-224505704241565/?ref=py_c
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Volunteers with Child and Family Services of Western

Manitoba play a vital role in our capacity to deliver

personal , caring support to our families and children .

Our volunteers help to keep our programs alive , provide

a direct link between the Agency and the communities

we serve , and help build stronger families and healthier

communities .

Over the last year , we had to put some programming

and volunteer recruitment on hold but the world is

slowing opening up again and we are excited to

continue to nurture children and families in our

community . 

The volunteer process from start to finish encompasses

a "circle of support from the initial meeting to the

interview process ," says Brenda Lacerte , CFS Western 's

Volunteer Coordinator . This process allows us to

connect and "get to know the volunteer , their life

experiences and how they see volunteering fitting into

their life ." We tailor each experience to fit into each

volunteer 's life circumstances . 

Brenda has a knack for connecting with her volunteers ,

which is her favourite part , "I love connecting with

people and hearing about their lives . When they come

to our agency , they come with the gift of care and a

desire to make a difference in the lives of children and

families ." 

As a volunteer , you will make a positive difference in

the lives of children , teenagers , and adults and will have

opportunities to build on your skills through

comprehensive program training , ongoing support in

your volunteer role and volunteer positions in a range of

different areas and programs .

Brenda is looking for volunteers that "feel that they

have the gift of time to share and have an empathetic

and non-judgmental heart that are interested in

supporting children and families" in the community . 

VOLUNTEER & MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Nurture a child and family with Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre

The ideal type of volunteers we are looking

for are post-secondary students looking to

expand on their education experiences . We

are also looking for individuals that are

“thinking about retiring or are newly retired

that have experiences and knowledge to

share ," says Brenda . 

Due to Covid-19 , volunteers are needed in

two areas , namely : the Elspeth Reid Family

Resource Centre programming and the

ParentChild + Program .

One of Brenda 's volunteers in the Resource Centre

Store
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A ParentChild+ Home Visitor and her family ; reading

together to improve literacy .

 It is also the only site that uses trained

volunteer Home Visitors rather than paid

employees . This not only allows the program to

run on a small budget , but provides a wonderful

volunteer opportunity for many people ,

including retirees and university or college

students .

ParentChild+ is also unique in that it runs based

on the number of volunteers available to deliver

the program . For example , if there are 20

volunteers , the program can be offered to 20

families ; if there are 10 volunteers , it can only be

offered to 10 families , etc . The Brandon

ParentChild+ is currently recruiting new

volunteers . 

For more information , contact Shawna at 204-

726-7143 or Brenda , at 204-726-7178 (both can

also be reached toll free 1-800-483-8980).

PARENTCHILD+ PROGRAM VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

Help develop language and early literacy skills for children 

The ParentChild+ program is where the agency 's

greatest need lies . "It is a program designed out

of the US and we are the only centre that runs it

in Canada ," says Brenda Lacerte , CFS Volunteer

Coordinator . This program requires the

volunteer to have “between 2-3 hours a week of

extra time between the months of October to

April ," says Brenda . 

CFS Western ’s ParentChild+ Program (formerly

known as Parent-Child Home Program), has

been around for over 35 years . It aims to

strengthen the relationship between parent and

child , support the parents in their role as their

child ’s first and most important teacher , and

support children age ’s two to four as they

develop language and early literacy skills . 

A two-year program begins when the child is

between the ages of 18 to 36 months . A trained

volunteer , called a Home Visitor , delivers the

program right in the family ’s home for a half-

hour , twice a week , for 23 weeks between

October and April . 

Each week the Home Visitor brings a different

book or toy and models for the parent by

playing and reading with the parent and child .

These tools help the parent and Home Visitor to

enhance the child ’s development . At the end of

the program , the toys and books are ‘gifted ’ to

the family so the learning can continue . 

The ParentChild+ Program has many locations in

the US , and several in other countries around

the world , but the Brandon site is the only one

in Canada .



Child and Family Services (CFS) of Western

Manitoba 's Expectant Parent Services (EPS)

program offers supportive pre-natal services to

expectant parents throughout the City of Brandon

and the Agency ’s rural catchment area . EPS

workers can support expectant parents by

connecting them with financial resources ,

assisting them in finding housing and connecting

them with community resources . Services are

provided on a voluntary basis , and include support

and assistance with connecting with appropriate

resources , providing pre-natal education , planning

for baby and helping to create a supportive

network around parents to be . The goal of the

program is to help parents identify their needs ,

understand their role of becoming a parent and

help them to plan and prepare for the best future

for them and their baby .

This prevention-driven program allows CFS “to

support clients as they prepare to be parents and

give them the best chance and supports for being

able to take care of baby ,” says one of our EPS

workers . 

Pre-natal classes are a fundamental component

that makes this program so successful .   The

agency in collaboration with other social service

organizations provide free pre-natal classes to

benefit younger moms who otherwise would not

have access to a program like this . “Pre-natal

connects moms with other expecting moms who

are in similar situations and they can use each

other as supports ,” says one of our EPS workers .

This also connects them with Families First , their

public health nurse , and their family to prepare a

plan for when baby arrives .

Every EPS client that we have been able to

engage with has had a family engagement

meeting . These meetings help gain trust and

sets expectations for all parties involved .

These meetings bring family , extended family ,

community partners and any other supports

together and helps parents-to-be identify

what they are doing that helps to keep the

child safe and what parents need to improve

upon .

During the family engagement meetings ,

many moms express their fear of the unknown

and fear of working with CFS . “We talk about

their fears and really explore all the options .

We are upfront about our and their worries ,

we acknowledge what is going well and we let

the family know and participate so the mom

is not alone in her worries ,” says one of the

EPS workers . The family engagement

meetings have had a major impact on the

outcomes of this program for EPS clients .

The outcomes improve dramatically if we can

engage with mom before the baby is born

instead of when baby is already here ,” says the

EPS worker . “The biggest misconception is just

because someone is referred to the program

that we would automatically apprehend the

child , when in actual fact it is the opposite

because of the open dialogue and careful

planning process involved in this program .” 
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EXPECTANT PARENT SERVICES MAKES AN IMPACT

100% of our participating moms
in 2021 attended at least one

pre-natal class.
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When the Agency began working with Belinda (not her real name), she was homeless and using

substances to cope . She had recently aged out of care and had a very limited support system in

place . Throughout her pregnancy , she engaged with EPS services , but was wary of working with CFS ,

due to her own experiences as a child . With EPS services and her commitment to parenting her baby ,

she was able to secure housing , attend pre-natal classes , and engage with her network : that included

completing her probation requirements , having family support her and her partner in parenting , as

well as Family ’s First programming . 

The Agency and our successful mom had worked together to have a plan , which allowed her to

parent her baby upon discharge from the hospital . This early supportive intervention guided her to

provide the best chance to safely and effectively parent her child . 

AGM HIGHLIGHTS

Over the last year , we focused on becoming

more trauma informed . Part of being trauma

informed , is being reflective and responsive

and we certainly have had many moments of

reflection and things learned in the last year .

All our staff have maintained a commitment to

ongoing important changes in child welfare

that see a heightened focus on repairing and

maintaining family connections . 

There was the discontinuation of birth alerts

and the introduction of a new service model

for expectant parents that agencies had to

adjust to and there was a full implementation

of a new funding model . Agencies welcomed

policy changes allowing them to extend

supports for kids turning 18 or young adults

turning 21 that they were not able to support

prior to that policy change . “CFS Western is a

leader in adapting to these changes ,” says Jay

Rogers , CEO of the General Authority .

The Board of Directors acknowledged the challenges

and successes of the Agency over the last year

namely ; the uncertainties with the ever-changing

health restrictions , the increased number of calls ,

and the need to still conduct business as usual . 

We are proud that we became part of the TIPI

legacy tour in Brandon with the Tipi at the Elspeth

Reid Family Resource Centre . This Tipi is dedicated

to Family Reconciliation and the acknowledgement

of past practices that have contributed to

intergenerational trauma and the loss of culture . 

As Joe Ball , the incoming Board President ,

mentioned in his closing remarks , “The effects of this

time will be felt long after COVID case numbers go

down . We need our agency to be looking beyond the

numbers to the people who need help and supports

to survive the worse moments and find their way

into healthier and happier times .”  



A PARTNERSHIP WITH THE ROAD REBELS

It was a perfect evening at the Elspeth Reid Family

Resource Centre for the ‘All About Cool Cars ! A

Partnership Between ERFRC and The Road Rebels ’

event . The Road Rebels is a club for anyone who

enjoys cars , trucks , motorcycles and any special

interest vehicles .  They are a long-standing

supporter of the Resource Centre . “They have been a

supporter for over ten years and an advocate for us

out in the community with their annual social as

well as their tins for the bin fundraising event giving

food donations to share with the Resource Centre

families ,” says Lisa Ramsay , the Resource Centre

Coordinator .

This event was a project that has been in the works

for a number of years but finally came to fruition

the evening of September 28 .  This event allowed

the car club members to get to know the Resource

Centre staff and families while showing them some

basic car maintenance tips . “The idea of this event

is to strengthen the relationship between our club

and the ERFRC organization by inviting the families

that use the centre to learn about our club , basic

car maintenance and general vehicle knowledge ,”

says Dave Burba of the Road Rebels . 

This event is a way to bring the community together

encouraging fathers and sons , mothers and

daughters to learn the basics of vehicle care . It aims

to boost their confidence and potentially save a

family a few bucks when showing them how to care

for their vehicle . 

Lindsay , a Road Rebels member , with the help of

the Resource Centre Coordinator Lisa Ramsay , did a

great job of explaining and demonstrating the

importance of proper tire care . 

With laughter in the air , the staff were having just

as much fun with the car-themed activities as the

kids .

Kids participating in car-themed kids activities . Cars displayed

at the event and Lisa learning about tire care .

The childcare staff at the Resource Centre

organized crafts for the kids that included a

colouring steering wheel station , steering wheel

ring toss , a traffic light ball toss , a mini car

ramp and mini car wash as well as a car track

for kids to zoom around . 

Volunteers from the Resource Centre and the

car club cooked some burgers and hotdogs and

served a free meal to those in attendance . The

Resource Centre is there to foster relationships

and give back to the community it serves . Staff

encourages this attitude of giving as they

involve all age groups in these events . A group

of kids packed snack bags and decorated them

with car stickers for the kids and families to

take home from the event . “This activity is part

of the art of caring program where we show

kids the importance of giving back to their

community through community service

activities ,” says Lisa . 
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A way to bring the community together
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THE FOUNDATION FORUM

Last week , I enjoyed the long , late summer , spending time hiking around a friend 's farm in the

Turtle Mountains . Then , suddenly , it was fall : cloudy , cool , damp . I don 't want to mourn the

changes - they are part of life , and we need what autumn brings .  But it got me thinking about

changes and choices . 

There is so much in life that like the seasons are entirely beyond our control . Our wishes are not

considered . Nature has decided ; autumn arrives on its own schedule . And yet , we have a lot of

choice as to how we receive it .

Life is not often what we want it to be - it is what it is . The decision we have to make is how we

engage with it . And that is where do we have some choices . There we can be , to some degree ,

who we want to be .

In the work of Child and Family Services , staff are constantly seeking to engage with real families ,

who face real challenges . What they bring to those situations isn 't solutions - who among us has

ever solved another person 's problems? What they bring is a desire to engage with families , and to

support the choices that those families are making , choices that create stronger families and safer

homes for children and youth . 

Our choices commit us not only to walk a certain path , but to walk it in a certain way . 

Engagement with real families , in times of real crisis , helps to make change possible . We hope

that you will choose to support the work being done by this agency . Our Foundation exists to

provide that material support for programs at the Elspeth Reid Family Resource Centre , and the

Preschool Enrichment Program . Be part of something good , happening here . 

Joe Ball, On behalf of the Foundation

255 9th Street, Brandon MB  R7A 6X1
204-726-6122

www.cfswestern.mb.ca/foundation


